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In this paper a review is made of the History, Fundamental principle, and Architecture of Instrument Landing Sys-

tem (ILS) RF Circuits in the Receiver and Transmitter Antenna Array. The study was motivated by a need to cater

to the increasing availability and use of aerial vehicles such as drones and that the conventional landing system

is insuficient and risks being overwhelmed, thus this study aims to explore alternative paths and particularly the

option of the MLS as a possible cure. The paper describes the Localizer and Glide path of the System. This paper

gives small introduction of Microwave Landing System (MLS) and Enhance ILS Category-I Category-II Category-III

is used. An additional purpose served by this study is to layout the requirements that an MLS would require in

regard to its implementation and what factors would need to be considered by any organization willing to imple-

ment the system. The argument is built up by irst assessing the existing infrastructure of landing systems; their

origins and effectiveness, following this, the advances system such as the MLS are introduced, their current ap-

plications and potential are discussed. A comparison is made between the two to highlight the superiority of the

MLS. The study carried out in this paper inds the limitations in the ILS method as they are only capable of carry-

ing out landing in a straight path and further limited by geography. MLS on the other hand is more versatile and

is capable of carrying out multiple landing approaches across multiple curved paths for a single installation. The

study examines the advantages of implementing the MLS system in Pakistan.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

ILS is applied to deliver a signal for safe and harmless cruis-

ing of airplane during the time when visibility is low or in

cloudy weather etc [1]. To lessen the danger of alteration of

course, main airields bring radio aids in use, and the typ-

ical support that is considered not visible to inal landing,

is ILS (instrument-landing-system) [2]. ILS appeared in the

late 19th century and has been used in civil landing equiv-

alent of Category-I [3]. The ILS is the fruit of development

work complied over a span of 30 years. Thework done from

1928 to 1938 was explained in the June 1938, issue of pro-

ceeding of the IRE [4, 5]. During the arena of World War

II ILS had been used for national scheme, and army started

the attainment of a compact form of this technique. Butt

andMcFarland [6] All of themajor airports in theWorld are

equippedwith this system butmost of the international air-

ports got advanced from this system. Butt and McFarland

[6] ILS is a precise landing system which got approved by

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) for its uti-

lization while landing in almost zero visibility i.e., category

III landings [7]. The horizontal and perpendicular or ver-

tical control are attained by localizer and glideslope radio

signal transmitters, respectively. Buaon et al., [8] A local-

izer’s array of antennas is typically placed besides one end

of the runway called departure end and usually comprise of

many directional antennas usually in pairs [9].

The ILS however suffers from several disadvantages such

as there are only 40 channels available worldwide, the az-
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imuth and glideslope beams are ixed and narrow, it re-

quires lat cleared land for operation and can not be cited in

hilly terrain, buildings have to kept away from the transmis-

sion areas to avoid disturbances. All these demerits make

ILS more incompatible with the growing need to manage

multiple aircrafts and aerial vehicles [10, 11]. This is par-

ticularly apt in the case for unmanned vehicles where the

absence of the pilot adds a layer of technicalities that are

the subject of study by the aviation community. This paper

is aimed at introducing the mechanisms that can compen-

sate for these new dilemmas particularly in Pakistan.

A study carried out by Li et al., [12] discussed the role of

multiple landing systems for the design of large civil aircraft

landing system. The methods were evaluated against cost,

comfort and safety and performances were simulated. This

allowed for a creation of a framework to assess landing sys-

tems and their effectiveness.

Another study byKlochan et al., [13] dealtwith the question

of developing landing systems for UAVs thatwould allow for

the determination of light and navigation parameters dur-

ing landing. The paper proposed a polarimetric landing sys-

tem for UAVs, which relies on the same basic principles as

the MLS.

Shirokova et al carried out a study in which precision posi-

tioning of a UAV during landing is discussed [14]. They pro-

pose a solution by utilizing amicrowave phase radio for ob-

ject positioning. The main advantages of the system as pro-

posed in this study is that it is inexpensive and lightweight.

As demonstratedmuch research has been carried out to im-

prove the landing systems currently in use. This study aims

to enhance the readers understanding of current and pro-

posed systems and to further exemplify the advantages of

the proposed systems.

II. METHODOLOGY

Firstly, Basic principle of ILS has been studied with each

of its components (localizer, glide slope) and, architecture

of ILS transmitter and receiver. Secondly, other Landing

Systems are reviewed to enhance readers understanding of

landing systems.

A. Basic Principle of Ils

Horizontal gaudiness is provided by Localizer which pro-

duce a radio beam along with a landing track which is ac-

tually an enlargement of runway-centreline, the domain of

localizer signal is at least 20NM [15]. The Localizer usually

transmit in the very high frequency navigation band (VHF)

lying within the range of 108.1 and 111.95MHz using each

odd number of 100 KHz and each odd number of 100 KHz

+ 50 KHz the frequencies are; 108.10 108.15 108.30 108.35

111.90 and 111.95 MHz which actually forms an integral of

40 frequency, out of which 38 frequencies are utilized for

the purpose of navigation and 2 for experimental reasons. 2

frequencies are 108.1MHz and 108.15MHz [16]. Vertical or

perpendicular lead is provided by the glide slope spreader

which work like the localizer. It provides with the singular

approach path like localizer, which is nominally a 3 down

maneuver read from parallel or horizontal. According to

ICAO standards ILS must include [17].

B. Localizer

The purpose of localizer is to provide the adjustment or lat-

eral course guidance to land an aircraft on an ILS runway

[18]. Two signals are supposed to be transmitted on 1 out of

40 ILS channels among the carrier frequency ranges which

we discuss in the introduction. One is regulated by 90 Hz,

and other is regulated by 150 Hz which are broadcasted

from different but located at same areas antennas. A con-

verged coherent beam is transmitted by each antenna, one

is on left side of the runway centreline, and the next one is

located on right side [9]. As shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Emission patterns of the localizer and glide slope sig-

nal [15]

C. Glide Slope

As we discuss above instrument-landing-system provides

an alert to the pilot corresponding to azimuthal and eleva-

tion data for smooth and safe descent. Glide slope schemes

provides us with the information about elevation or per-

pendicular data [19]. The glide slope enables us with ver-

tical guidance that is almost identical to the localizer. The
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glide-path generator (elevation transmitter) generates two

converged rays in elevation plane as shown in Figure 1, the

glide path in this case is equally distant [20]. Commonly two

types of glide slope schemes are in general, non-image and

image. Requirement of image glide slope path is the relect-

ing surface or ground as a relecting plane, whereas, in case

of non-image glide slope no legit relection plane is com-

pulsory [2, 21]. Image type scheme are basically general

most, kinds of instrument-landing-glide-slope scheme [22].

These schemes make a track in atmosphere that can actu-

ally be used by an appropriately instrumented or equipped

aircraft for a safe descent or landing under unfavourable cli-

mate states. Interference occurring between the absolute

straight rays and the scattering back from ground, from or-

dinary dipole or doublet antennas form this track [23]. For

standard elevation approach supervision, in 1950 ICAO ac-

quired the 330-MegaHertz null-reference glide path known

as the ILS [24]. To decrease the necessity of the ground an

effort has been done to utilize elements emitting radiations

which were plain boarded in the runway [25]. Other ap-

proaches by bringing in use an antennawith a huge or large

aperture, an inlated phase centre tried to decrease entire

ield radiated towards the ground surface [26, 25]. A cock-

pit display is driven by the glide slope receiver which tells

the necessary information to the pilot about how much be-

lowor above the track is the airplane situates. The objective

of the pilot's is to glide the airplane in order to keep Course

Deviation Indicator (CDI) needle always at centre. In case of

its fulilment and if all systems are operating smoothly, the

pilot would soar without any danger to a mark above and

close to landing strip, at that time the pilot can choose ei-

ther he performs his landing. It is demonstrated in Figure 2

[27].

Fig. 2. Glide slope position of aircraft relative to CDI (Course

Deviation Indicator) [28]

D. Marker Beacon

Marker beacon provide pilot alert along the approach path.

A fan shaped vertical ray is radiated by each beacon which

is approximately ± 40 wide ahead the glide path by ±85

wide at right angle to the path (half power point) [28].

Middle Marker (MM) is situated near the mark where

missed-approach decisionwill require to be constructed for

category-I approach procedure (nominally 3000 feet from

threshold). The middle marker is modulated one 1300Hz

dash-dot pair each second. The inner marker (IM) maybe

required at runway certiied from category-II and III [29].

Outer marker is placed about 3.9NM (nautical miles) dis-

tance to the runway threshold, its adjustment is done over

the front ray of localiser. Its objective is to grant distance,

vertical limit and equipment operatingdos anddon’ts to air-

craft on inal access. It is modulated at 400Hz.and keyed to

send dashes continuously [30].

E. Reciver and Transmitter Antenna Array

1) Localizer antenna array: The standard localizer is an

array of antennas which is situated at 600 to 1000 ft. be-

yond stop end of runway. Generally, Log Periodic Dipole an-

tennas (LPD) are used which has gain of about 14dB [31].

Fig. 3. Method of generating Localizer signal [29]

The Localizer station consist of two transmitters,for course

and cleareance.they operate on two frequencies and each

provide two output, CSB and SBO an antenna changeover

unit selects one of two transmitters for the localizer [32].
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Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of typical localizer receiver [33]

In an ordinary heterodyne Amplitude Modulation (AM) Re-

ceiver, the obtained localizer signal is processed like the

schematic illustration shown in Figure 4 contains the rays

emitted from the undesired and desired localizer. Since the

two, undesired and desired localizer lay inside the similar

frequency ranges, the signals will be processed by the re-

ceiver [34].

III. RESULST AND DISCUSSION

A. Glide Slope Antenna Array

A frequency of 328MHz to 336MHz is operated on by glide

slope antennas on aminimal impedance of 50Ω and powers

up to 50W. Two transmitter fed null reference glide slope

antenna schemes, one located on the high frequency or car-

rier frequency and second one on sideband frequency. A

Glide slope antenna Array shown in Figure 5 [35].

Fig. 5. Instrument landing Glide Slope Antenna (ILS-420 Certiied 328-336

MHz) [36]
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Receiver circuit of Marker beacon shown in Figure 6 the

75MHz marker is modulated by 3 audio tones. The outer

marker is AM with 400Hz and identiied with two dashes

per second. The MM is modulated by 1300Hz tone, with al-

ternating dashes and dots. IM is modulated by a 3KHz tone,

by 6 dots per second.

Fig. 6. TRF marker beacon receiver [3]

B. MLS

In 1983 the International Civil AviationOrganization (ICAO)

introduced precision or accuracy level or approach and

landing technique or system, i.e., the Time-Reference-

Scanning-Beam (TRSB) based MLS, in order to cater with

the disadvantages of conventional ILS (instrument landing

system), such as having a ixture with the glide path-angle

and non-resistant towards interruption [37]. From 2000

onwards, China had implemented MLS for approach land-

ing. Comparatively, MLS guidance signals perform way in

better range covered, better andprecise functioning and ad-

mittance to approach [38]. MLS consist of ground and ly-

ing equipment. Airborne equipment receives and performs

necessary procedures regarding signals in air and compute

axis of runway [39]. FAA is developing a scanningbeamMLS

that is targeted to swap the general ILS. One feature of MLS

is the ability to decreasemultipath error by the usage of an-

tennas comprising narrow-beam [40].

The approach AZ (azimuth) antenna is situated at the ter-

minating or stop end, as is ILS localizer, and scan beam to

±60 degree in AZ (azimuth) to all sides of runway centre

line as shown in Figure 7 many sites in United states would

scan±40 degrees. Elevation antenna is situated at approx-

imately 1,000 feet. ILS glideslope antenna has a scan cover-

age from 0.9 degree to 30 degrees from the runway thresh-

old at the Glide Path Intercept Point (GPIP), as shown in Fig-

ure 8, but many sites would scan to about 20 degrees [41].

Fig. 7. Azimuth antenna coverage

Fig. 8. Elevation antenna coverage
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C. Enhance Landing System

Enhanced model proposes replacing sender location from

airport to the airplane, and putting receiver on ground. In-

stalled with 3 relectors on runway, one is on centre line,

one is on left and other is on the right side [42]. The sender

in airplane transmits signals towards the runway, and it is

then interpreted by the relector located on the ground, as

relectors are channelled with the CPU, they enhance criti-

cal information such as heading or exact position etc., and

scatters back the signal for further interpretation and it is

utilized by aircraft’s FMS [9].

Approaching signals are obtained in varying time orders,

it is standard for airplane’s FMS to realize, the movement

astray from the runway’s centreline [43].

IV. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

In this paper it is concluded that the ILS has some limita-

tionsbecause installationof the ILS is very expensive. Local-

izer system is very susceptible to interferences in the broad-

casting area like large buildings, as compared to MLS. They

are only capable of a single, straight line approach, for each

installation, (typically requiring 7-10nm). Geography can

limit the available options. MLS can do multiple curved ap-

proaches for a single installation. The MLS is of precise ap-

proach for horizontal descent or simply landing and creates

a kind of an alternative to ILS system.

A. Implications

• ILS installation can be expensive because of the complica-

tion of the antenna scheme and positioning criteria.

• To prevent harmful relections which will affect the ra-

diated signal, ILS sensitive area and ILS critical areas con-

structed. Aircraft can be refrained from utilizing certain

runways by positioning these critical and sensitive areas.

This can conclusively delay take offs of aircraft due to en-

larged hold times and enlarged spacing between aircraft.

• Localizer schemes detect interferences quite eficiently in

the signal transmission area such as hilly area and large

buildings.

• If landscape is irregular, relections can give rise to an ir-

regular glide path causing undesirable needle delections

[29, 40].
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